MONDAY MORNING BASICS WITH PAT STONE (GROUP 1) - £40
Mondays 27th August, 10th and 24th September and 8th October
10.15am to 12.15pm
This is a regular block of classes and at this session and the following one in Nov/Dec
Pat will show you how to make a selection of 12 ½ inch blocks that can be made into
a sampler quilt. You will be making at least six different blocks and can make more if
you like. A sampler quilt is made up of same size blocks but in a variety of different
designs. Your blocks will be made up of squares, rectangles and triangles to make the
different patterns. Pat will also show you how to add sashing and borders and how to
complete the quilt by layering up with wadding and backing. This class is suitable for
all skill levels. If this is your first project you may prefer to turn the blocks into some
cushions or a table runner and should be able to complete these smaller projects over
the four classes. The quilt is being taught over two terms.
REQUIREMENTS FOR NINE BLOCK SAMPLER QUILT
· 2 metres main fabric for inclusion in blocks, sashing and borders
· 4-6 fat quarters of contrasting fabrics for blocks
· Backing and wadding will depend on your finished size
· Toning thread for stitching
· Sewing machine, foot pedal, extension table if you have one, instruction manual
· Mains lead for sewing machine
· Darning foot/free machining foot for your sewing machine
· Walking foot (if quilting)
· Zig-zag/ straight stitch foot
· Sewing kit, scissors (preferably small pointed sharp ones!), needles (hand and
machine), pins and tape measure
· Paper scissors, pencil, ruler, paper for making notes
· Rotary cutter, mat and ruler if you have them

